North America Summit IX
Wednesday, September 12, 2018
2:00 PM – 4:45 PM
Primrose B

2:00 Welcome to NAS IX
• Senator Sam Hunt
  Washington State Senate
  CSG West Immediate Past Chair

2:05 NAFTA Then, NAFTA Now
• Dr. Sherman Robinson
  Nonresident Senior Fellow
  Peterson Institute for International Economics

2:45 NAFTA Renegotiations vis-à-vis Canada
• Consul General Stéphane Lessard
  Consulate General of Canada in Denver
  Government of Canada

3:25 NAFTA Renegotiations vis-à-vis Mexico
• Antonio Ortiz-Mena
  Senior Vice President
  Albright Stonebridge Group

4:05 Alberta’s Trade Relations with the U.S. and Mexico
• MLA Estefania Cortes-Vargas
  Legislative Assembly of Alberta
  Co-Chair, CSG West Canada Relations Committee

• Dr. Matt Beech
  Senior Fellow, Institute of European Studies
  University of California, Berkeley

4:45 Adjourn

5:00 North America Summit Reception – Golden Cliff